iXie Gaming, a division of Indium Software, offers QA services to the video game industry, with wide experience in supporting more than 250 titles covering various genres.

Our Game Testing Lab is available 24x7 to test multi-platform games on the actual devices, be it PC, Console or Mobile.

With our knowledge repository built over 20 years, 800+ devices & combinations and on-demand services, we reduce the cost of QA by 50% for our customers.
COMPATIBILITY METRICS

MOBILE DEVICES
Over 400 devices consisting of iOS, Android, Windows phone, Kindle & Fire TV

OPERATING SYSTEMS

COMPLIANCE
TCR, TRC, Lotcheck, Games for Windows – Live, Apple CRC, Android compliance

ENABLERS
- iGTA – Advanced Game Testing Training Academy
- R&D driven QA practice
- Collaborative offshore engagement model
- Process excellence - Traceability & Visibility
- Readymade tools & accelerators

GAME TESTING SERVICES

KEY BUSINESS VALUES
- Increased user base
- On-demand QA - reduced cost of QA
- 50% release cycle optimization
- Optimum end user experience

WHY CHOOSE US?

- 8+ years of Game QA expertise
- Process / Framework driven testing
- Over 800+ devices & combinations
- Advanced test analytics & reporting
- 300+ dedicated game-savvy turned testers
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